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Experience, Research, and Writing: Octavia E. Butler as Author of Disability Literature 

 
 Hello, my name is Sami Schalk. The title of my talk today is “Experience, Research, and 

Writing: Octavia E. Butler as Author of Disability Literature.” This is a condensed version of my 
forthcoming article by the same title. I have a few hard copies of my talk for access purposes for 

anyone who would like to follow along as I speak. I have also posted electronic access copies of 

the talk a on my website which is accessible from any mobile device. Just go to sami.schalk.com 
forward slash OEB and click the link. I will be using a power point today to show images of 

some of the archival materials I quote from, so you can look at the images of the typed or 
handwritten originals, but viewing the images is not essential to understanding the talk. Today I 

will use evidence from Butler’s personal papers, public interviews, and publications to position 

her as an author of disability literature. As a content warning, please note I will briefly mention 
suicidal ideation. 

In disability studies, literary critics have begun to shape an informal canon of disability 
literature. By canon I mean that certain texts appear regularly in literary disability studies 

scholarship and post-secondary courses. While these texts range in publication dates and author 

gender identities, they are overwhelming white, British, and American in terms of author identity 
and content. Although no disability studies scholar has attempted to officially define or delimit 

disability literature, there are two common parameters: first, the representation of a character, 
ideally a major character, with a disability and second, an author who has a disability or who has 

some particular knowledge of disability rights, culture, and experiences.  

Under these parameters, Octavia E. Butler should absolutely be considered a major 
author of disability literature. In making this argument I simultaneously aim to push disability 

studies scholars to include Butler’s work in their scholarship and teaching and to encourage 
Butler scholars to include discussions of disability in their scholarship on and teaching about 

Butler’s work. I develop my argument by tracing the role and influence of disability in Butler’s 

lived experiences, research, and writing.  
 

[SLIDE] Lived Experiences 
 I begin with an exploration of the role of disability in Butler’s lived experiences. My 

intent is not to diagnose Butler, but to detail the complex interaction of disability with class, race, 

and gender in her life. I begin with her dyslexia and then move relatively chronologically 
through how disability appeared throughout her life. 

The fact that Butler had dyslexia was public, but not necessarily common knowledge. 
Beginning as late as 1990, she disclosed her disability in several interviews, often referring to 

herself as “a bit dyslexic.”i While Butler did not disclose much in interviews about her dyslexia, 

her personal papers reveal more intimate details about growing up with a learning disability. 
[SLIDE] In an essay draft, Butler explains how her imagination allowed her to become her 

“other selves” and, she writes, “later when my dyslexia became a problem in school and my 
teachers told my mother that I was lazy and just not trying, I became in my imagination, the 

genius.”ii The painful social and educational repercussions of a seemingly unrecognized, 

undiagnosediii disability for young Butler is detailed further in a fragment of her unfinished 
memoir.iv In this fragment, it becomes clear that Butler’s dyslexia impacted how teachers 

perceived her efforts in school and this in turn shaped how they treated her and how she viewed 
herself. It’s important to remember that Butler was a poor, dark-skinned, tall black girl. These 
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additional identities and characteristics likely further negatively shaped teachers’ perceptions of 

Butler’s abilities. Butler seemingly internalized their low estimations of her intelligence and 
work ethic because throughout much of her adult life she would refer to herself as lazy and 

undisciplined.  
As these words suggest, Butler could be quite self-deprecating and at times she 

experienced depression and suicidal desires. [SLIDE] On her 22nd birthday she writes: 

For the better part…no, the better remembered part of 22 years I’ve spent most of my 
time either wishing I was dead or wishin g the (insert the usual list of negative derogatory 

adjectives here) person I am would change to the kind of person I wish to be. Somehow, 
magically, imediately, permanetly. I am not dead. The changes that have come have been 

small and slow. There are times when in a welter of self pity I wonder why I don’t have 

the guts to kill myself.v 
Butler’s negative self-talk and thoughts of death appear with regularity into the early 1980s. 

While these sentiments certainly lessen in Butler’s later journals, they do not disappear entirely.vi 
I read the depressive feelings expressed in these entries as intimately tied to the litany of insults 

she received early in life from teachers. Butler’s early experiences as a poor black girl with 

dyslexia seemed to have a role in shaping her sense of self, her regular bouts of depression, and 
her thoughts of death. We can further trace the intimate relationship of race, gender, class and 

disability in Butler’s life by exploring her experiences of intermittently poor health. 
 Several documents in Butler’s papers from the early 1970s indicate that while working 

temp jobs and attempting to transition into a full-time writing career, Butler struggled 

financially, made decisions that were not beneficial to her health.vii She would often write from 
2am to 5:30am while working full time.viii A journal entry from September 1972 details both 

how she could not afford to address her health concerns. [SLIDE] A then 25-year-old Butler 
writes: 

I am stuck. I will have to make firm decisions about how long I will work there and how I 

will manage to budget in my most pressing problem, my dental work. The magnitude of 
the dental work—the necessary, not the cosmetic—may be frightning. $500. or more. 

[…skipped forward a bit, she then continues] If the problem were solidly cosmetic, I 
would live with it the way I have until now. 

What about my medical problem, if that’s what it is? How long can I continue to exist on   

No Doz? I have no idea what a doctor would cost. The only way to find out for sure (as in 
the case of the dental problem) is to go and be examined. That in itself costs more money 

than I have.ix  
A collection of entries during the early 1970s make clear that Butler’s goal of being able to live 

off of and focus exclusively on her writing, combined with poverty, often involved making 

choices that could have been damaging to her long-term health. These choices likely contributed 
to Butler’s later life experiences with disability. I share this information therefore, to provide 

some context for reading the shifting abilities of her bodymind which began in the 1990s and 
continued until her death in 2006. 

 By the 1990s, Butler was firmly established as a writer and more financially stable. At 

the same time she started to experience new health problems. On June 13, 1993, she wrote “Yet 
I’m barely functioning […] I’m not sure what’s wrong with me. I know only that I have scary 

physical problems and little energy. Now, a little reality: It’s summer and already hot. I’m in 
minapause. I have (a) fibroid(s). I hope that’s all. It’s enough.”x Entries like this appear 

throughout the 1990s, revealing how Butler’s aging bodymind, likely in conjunction with her 
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early life experiences with poverty, little sleep, lots of caffeine, and no healthcare, began to 

develop new disabilities. 
By the year 2000, Butler was on a number of heart medications which came with 

secondary health effects. Journal entries and letters to friends indicate that Butler’s heart 
medications were causing brain fog which impacted her ability to work and write. This brain fog 

may have potentially been more difficult or frustrating for Butler because of her dyslexia. When 

medications prevented the mental clarity and focus to which she was accustom, Butler returned 
to self-blaming language, referring to herself as lazy—a word repeated about her by teachers as a 

child. These new disabling health concerns seemed exceptionally worse in the final two years of 
her life.xi She passed out for the first time in her life on May 26, 2005 about nine months prior to 

her death on February 24, 2006 which was attributed to head injuries from a fall. In her final 

months especially, Butler was acutely aware of her decreasing abilities. Overall, I argue that 
Butler’s multiple experiences with disability and disabling health conditions impacted her 

intellectual engagement with and representation of disability in both research and writing. 
 

[SLIDE] Research 

 Butler was meticulous about ensuring that the information in her novels was scientifically 
and historically correct. Her papers contain both folders with research specific to individual book 

projects and a number of boxes with more general “subject files”—over 150 folders in which she 
saved newspaper articles and other print materials, based on categories of her own making. For 

example, she had seven folders labelled “Women” containing 210 total items and ten folders 

about “Black People,” “Latinos,” and “Racial Minorities,” containing 226 items. In addition to 
the files labelled “Handicaps” and “Blindness,” together containing a total of 109 items, articles 

on disability appear regularly in other categories, particularly the folders on “Medicine.” In total, 
I count approximately 250 articles about disability across Butler’s self-organized subject files 

spanning a twenty year period. These articles range from more medical and scientific articles 

about symptoms, treatments, and discoveries to more human-interest-type stories about how 
people with disabilities live their lives, face oppression, and use adaptations and 

accommodations. The quantity and diversity of Butler’s collection of articles on disability, 
disease, and disabled people demonstrates that, like issues of gender and race, disability was a 

major subject of interest for her. 

Butler’s research was fundamental to her writing process. [SLIDE] In a motivational 
note in 1976 she writes: “Speak and write only of things you’ve earned the right to speak and 

write about through experience and/or study.”xii This commitment to research- and experience- 
based fiction enhanced Butler’s ability to represent disability. For example, in a letter Butler 

mentions that the main character in her unpublished novel, Blindsight, was inspired by her blind 

friend whom she met in a writing class.xiii In addition to articles on the causes of and treatments 
for loss of sight, Butler’s papers contain several newsletters and annual reports from the Braille 

Institute and a page of Braille text, (which you can see on the slide) as well as notes on a book 
about the “psychodynamics” of blindness.xiv  Research items from the archive demonstrate 

Butler’s more holistic approach to disability research which included the medical and biological 

without privileging it. This particular approach to and understanding of disability comes out 
quite clearly in the way Butler drafted and edited her representations of disabled characters. 

Butler researched many medical, scientific, and biological details of the realist disabilities 
she represented and she worked out these same elements for the non-realist disabilities she 

created. The medical, scientific, and biological details Butler developed, however, tended to get 
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cut from early drafts, informing the final text without dominating it. Instead, the social, personal, 

and interpersonal elements of disabled characters, which are valued in disability studies, tend to 
be more prominent in the published final works. [SLIDE] For example, in her research for 

Kindred, Butler kept copies of several pages from a book called Biological Foundations of 
Language. On one page, Butler underlined a sentence about fissures in the brain interfering with 

speech production and wrote in the margin: “Here is Carrie’s Problem: Dysarthria (impaired 

speech)—caused by a lesion to the grey matter described on page 63. A congenital lesion.”xv 
[SLIDE] On the following two pages Butler also underlined several sentences and wrote in the 

margin: “Dana will finally settle on some kind of brain damage. She cannot know, of course, but 
she can question intelligently. Fever? birth? Blow to head?”xvi While this medical information 

about what Butler intended to be Carrie’s disability is interesting, it never appears at all in the 

text. Instead, readers learn that Carrie is the only child of Sarah’s whom the Weylins have not 
sold because, as Sarah states, “Carrie ain’t worth much as the others ‘cause she can’t talk. People 

think she ain’t got good sense.”xvii Later in the text, Dana’s husband Kevin also reveals that he 
assumed Carrie was cognitively disabled because she communicates non-verbally.xviii Here it is 

clear that although Butler researched and developed the diagnostic backstory for Carrie’s 

disability, she ultimately chose to leave it unnamed and unexplained, allowing instead the 
discriminatory treatment Carrie experiences as a disabled black female slave to be the more 

prominent issue around this secondary character. 
A similar trend appears in the way Butler developed hyperempathy of the Parable series. 

[SLIDE] Early notes and drafts for Parable of the Sower include a notecard which details the 

genetic expression of hyperempathy as an x-linked, dominant trait which can also be caused by 
mutation through use of the drug Paracetco. Butler writes out the various genetic possibilities for 

giving birth to a child with hyperempathy, such as “A sharer woman with two sharer parents will 
mother only sharer children” whereas “A sharer man (who must have inherited sharing from his 

mother) married to a non-sharer woman will pass sharing on to his daughters, but not his sons” 

and “A sharer woman with only one sharer parent has the usual autosomal dominant’s 50% 
chance of having sharer children.”xix In the Parable series the reduction of explicit scientific and 

medical information is due in part to Butler’s choice to change from an omniscient narrator to the 
first person voice of Lauren. This privileges and centers her personal bodily, mental, and social 

experiences of disability rather than allowing the voices of doctors to dominate readers’ 

understanding of hyperempathy. 
Butler’s robust and multi-faceted research on disabilities and diseases undergirded her 

development of these narratives. Disability plays a major role in the research Butler performed, 
both in terms of her general intellectual interests—as reflected in her subject files—and in terms 

of her specific research for a number of her narratives. The prominence and importance of 

disability in Butler’s lived experiences and research continues in her writing, in both her 
published and unpublished work. 

 

[SLIDE] Writing  

 From primary characters like Dana from Kindred and Shori from Fledgling, to secondary 

characters like Obsidian from “Speech Sounds” and Naomi from “The Evening and the Morning 
and the Night,” disabled characters widely populate Butler’s narratives. Notes and drafts for both 

published and unpublished texts, however, indicate Butler developed many more disabled 
characters who never appeared in published texts. For example, as part of a story concept for 

Parable of the Talents that was later cut, Butler planned to have Lauren unable to have children 
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and instead adopt children who have hyperempathy or who are otherwise disabled. [SLIDE] The 

character list for this story concept includes names, races, birth dates, adoption dates, disabilities, 
and personality descriptions for eight planned potential characters. This is one page of the 

character profile list with three characters detailed. You’ll see, for example, the profile for Philip 
Omolara Bankole notes he was born and adopted in 2035. He is African-American and Asian, 

has a bilateral cleft lip and cleft palate.xx  

The most notable disabled character to appear in Butler’s unpublished body of work is 
Aaron Taylor Garrett, the blind psychometric cult/religious leader in Butler’s completed, but 

unpublished novel Blindsight. Butler’s notes and drafts for this novel reveal the importance of 
disability in her writing and her informed perspective on disabled people. As indicated in the 

previous section, she did extensive research on blindness and the experiences of blind people. In 

notes for the novel she grappled with developing Aaron’s story beyond his blindness and psychic 
abilities alone. [SLIDE] She notes that “A handicap is probably not enough of a W.O. [worthy 

opponent] for a novel. How I Made It In Spite of Blindness, Deafness, mental problems, inability 
to walk, etc. is good for autobiography, but not for a novel. The handicap may be in effect, the 

ally of the W.O., but not the W.O. itself.”xxi Butler viewed disability as an important aspect of a 

character’s life, identity, and experiences, but not as their defining attribute or downfall. 
Disability, as Butler approaches it, is not a story in and of itself, but it can help to make a better, 

more interesting story. 
 

[SLIDE] Conclusion: Framing Future Conversations 

 Thus far, disability studies scholars have also mostly overlooked Butler’s work and 
Butler scholars have only begun to discuss disability as a major aspect of her texts. While in 

many ways, I believe the preponderance of representations of disability in Butler’s writing alone 
could give disability studies and Butler scholars reason to explore disability in Butler’s work, the 

ways in which disability also played a major role in Butler’s lived experiences and research 

interests cements her position as a major author of disability literature. 
 Understanding Butler as an author of disability literature is important for Butler scholars 

because Butler’s experiences and representations of disability are intimately connected to her 
experiences and representations of race, gender, and class. For example, a scholar might be 

inclined to read Butler’s self-deprecating language in her journals as indicative of her struggle to 

love herself as a masculine-presenting, dark-skinned, black woman in a racist and sexist world. 
However, as my discussion of her experiences with dyslexia in school demonstrates, disability 

also largely influenced her self-perception, especially in regard to her use of terms like lazy and 
undisciplined. An understanding of the role of disability in Butler’s lived experiences, research, 

and writing can change the way we read the roles of race, gender, and class in her life and career 

as well. It is important to take such an intersectional approach to an author who insisted upon so 
much complexities and nuance in her work.  

 

Notes

 

i See, for example, Octavia E. Butler, Conversations with Octavia Butler (Jackson, MS: University Press of 

Mississippi, 2010), 36, 39, 86. 

ii "Oeb 2355," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA, ca 1998). 
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Shawl, 42. 

iv Octavia E. Butler, "Oeb 1857," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA, 1994). 

v "Oeb 928." 

vi See, for example, "Oeb 3246," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA, 1990-
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effective way that doesn’t involve a hospital or nursing home. 

vii See, for example, "Oeb 1517," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA, 1980?). 
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bachelor’s and a masters degree (in Anthropology with an English minor) as well as a desire to attend to her 

unnamed “physical problems. Note that the Finding Aid dates the folder containing this note as “1980?”, however, 

the note ends with the statement “The time between my aquiring my Masters and now should be 5 (five) years or 

less. I could be handed that degree in June of 1976” thus my dating this specific note as circa 1971 instead. 

viii "Oeb 946," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA, 1972). 

ix "Oeb 947," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA, 1972). 

x "Oeb 3266," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA, 1993). 

xi See, for example, Octavia E. Butler, "Oeb 1156," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San 

Marino, CA, 2005). On January 24, 2005 she writes “I don’t seem to be getting better really. […] Pretty much 

everything is exhausting.” 

xii "Oeb 1514," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA, 1976). 

xiii "Oeb 4179," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA, 1979). 

xiv "Oeb Box 275 Folder 4," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA, ca 1980); "Oeb 

1060," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA, 1998). 

xv "Oeb Box 289 Folder 8," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA, pre 1979). 

xvi Ibid. 

xvii Kindred (Boston: Beacon Press, 2003), 76. 

xviii Ibid., 242. 

xix "Oeb 1708," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA, ca 1990). 

xx "Oeb 3266." 

xxi Octavia E. Butler, "Oeb 3239," in Octavia E. Butler Papers (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA, 1988). 


